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Audit & Analysis
DWS carried out a full audit using Dimension Analyze™ 

This included a full analysis of any modified objects in XE, and the 
production of a reliable schedule to support downstream testing, 
and timely delivery of retrofitted objects.
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Dimension Analyze™
Dimension Analyze is a software-led service  
that audits a JD Edwards E1 implementation, 
identifies what custom code is no longer  
required and estimates accurately the effort 
involved in upgrading to the new release.

Learn more about Dimension Analyze here. 
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Technical Retrofit
Following the audit and analysis, DWS was commissioned 
to carry out a Dimension Professional Technical Retrofit 
project. From an original estimate of 321 development 
days, DWS was able to deliver well ahead of schedule, 
with zero defects.
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Dimension Professional™
Dimension Professional is a proprietary  
methodology and suite of tools that leverages 
the results of Dimension Analyze; enabling  
DWS to utilize a best upgrade approach for the 
modifications uplift component of any JDE E1  
upgrade. A proven approach, it consistently  
delivers the lowest defect levels in the industry.


